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 running on a linux server 6.9.2 i've been asked to show the cause of a problem. the user says the is getting a 'No Key' error when he tries to use mantisbt. i'm going to try to set up'scripttest' and see if i can reproduce the error. A: OK. there was a problem with the key - it was the same one as had given me a problem setting up on the development server. once i identified the problems i was able to give
the site back to the customer. this is basically what i did to resolve the problem. the website was hosted on an IIS server. i downloaded the latest version of Mantis - to a different folder on the server. i then copied the files over to the folder which held the website. mantisbt worked fine - as did the other php scripts. i then updated the mysql schema. now it seems to be working fine. i'd prefer to have the

file access errors clear up but we'll see. Astronauts aboard the International Space Station have spotted a giant tsunami on the surface of Jupiter's moon Ganymede. The wave, which was captured in a photograph by astronaut Nick Hague, is some 17 miles (27 kilometers) tall, twice as long as the space station. The photo was taken on April 14, 2016. In the photo, the height of the wave is indicated by
the two bright white bands running parallel to the left and right edges of the frame. Astronauts capture Jupiter's moon Ganymede's moon waves on their bodies #Jupiter pic.twitter.com/N6dQmCilxm — NASA (@NASA) April 14, 2016 READ MORE: Giant tsunami spotted on Jupiter's moon Ganymede (VIDEO) The US National Science Foundation (NSF) said that the "extraordinary wave" was the

result of a spring tide. Spring tide is the period of time when the moon is closest to Earth. According to the NSF, it usually lasts for three to seven days at the beginning of the new lunar month. Named after the Greek god of the sea, Ganymede is the largest moon of Jupiter and is the fifth largest moon in the Solar System 82157476af
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